I want IT. IT is blue. IT is time to go. IT is a common core word that is
used frequently in our communication.

Let’s teach

Since IT is a pronoun, it can represent a variety of objects, or concepts
that are not visually present at the time. IT can also begin a sentence
to provide more information: “IT is over there.” “IT starts in 30
minutes.”

it

FIND

INTRODUCE

Find the word in the vocabulary. IT is a pronoun,
so it will typically be a yellow word. It is often
located on the home page of many vocabularies.
If you can’t find IT, use the Word Finder feature
to learn where it is. If it is not in the vocabulary,
you may want to add it.
Use IT in context and try to explain it at the learner’s level.
Modeling, touching the word in the vocabulary as you say it, may
help. Here’s an example: “IT could mean an object. IT can explain
objects in a very general way. IT can start a sentence to provide
extra information.”

MODEL

Model the word throughout the day, touching IT on the device
anytime you say it.
“IT is sunny today” “Where is IT?” “Go get IT.”
“IT is mine.” “IT is round.”

ENCOURAGE

Create activities to provide lots of models and practice with IT.
Activity: Scavenger hunt. Ask “Where is IT?”
Activity: Show and Tell. Ask “What is IT?”
Game: Tag. Say “You are IT”
Game: I Spy. Say “I spy something. IT is yellow and round.”

EXPECT

Create opportunities for the learner to say the word. Make sure
to wait, and look so they know it is expected. Add IT to current
requests, questions, and comments.
For missing objects, encourage questions “Where is IT?”
For requests, “I want IT”
For comments, “I like IT” or “IT is blue”

This is MY toy! It’s MY turn!

Let’s teach

The word MY is a powerful term to indicate possession. Children
starting using the word MY by 27-30 months of age. We typically use
the word MY when describing our own things, like “MY keys” or “MY
shoes”, but could describing anything familiar to us, like “MY family”
or “MY birthday party.”

my

FIND

INTRODUCE

Find the word in the vocabulary. MY is a
pronoun, so it will typically be a yellow word. It is
often located on the HOME page of many
vocabularies. If you can’t find MY, use the Word
Finder feature to learn where it is. If it is not in
the vocabulary, you may want to add it.
Use MY in context and try to explain it at the learner’s level.
Modeling, touching the word in the vocabulary as you say it, may
help. Here’s an example: “MY means it belongs to us. It’s MY
house or MY snack.”

MODEL

Model the word throughout the day, touching MY in the
vocabulary anytime you say it.
“MY turn.” “This is MY drink.” “MY, you are excited.” “Where’s
MY keys?” “Why do you have MY hat?”

ENCOURAGE

Create activities to provide lots of models and practice with MY.
Book: Are You MY Mother? By Dr. Seuss
Game: Any with turn taking, “MY turn.”
Activity: Show and Tell. “This is MY…”

EXPECT

Create opportunities for the learner to say the word. Make sure
to wait, and look so they know it is expected.
Introduce yourself to new people, “MY name is..”
Add MY for clarification, “MY turn” or “MY cracker.”

A pronoun, such as WE, takes the place of another word. Typically,
the use of the pronouns “I, you, me, WE, they” occur around 3-4 years
of age. WE already use the word WE a lot when speaking to the
learner, so the next step is teaching him/her how to use it. Think
about times when the learner enjoys doing something with another
person. That might be a good opportunity to teach that WE can do
something, as opposed to the learner by him or herself.

Let’s teach

we

FIND

INTRODUCE

MODEL

Find the word in the vocabulary. WE is a
pronoun, so it will typically be a yellow word. It is
often located on the “Pronouns” page of many
vocabularies. If you can’t find WE, use the Word
Finder feature to learn where it is. If it is not in
the vocabulary, you may want to add it.
Use WE in context and try to explain it at the learner’s level.
Modeling, touching the word in the vocabulary as you say it, may
help. Here’s an example: “WE means you and me. WE can also
mean a bigger group of people. It can mean all of us.”
Model the word throughout the day, touching WE in the
vocabulary anytime you say it.
“WE need to go to the store.”
“WE can do that when you are ready.”
“What are WE having for snack?”
“When WE are all quiet, WE can go outside.”
“WE can work together.”

ENCOURAGE

Create activities to provide lots of models and practice with WE.
Book: WE’re going on a Bear Hunt, by Michael Rosen
Game: Red Rover, “WE want Sally right over.”
Activity: extend the book above and do a scavenger hunt
around the room/house. “WE found…”

EXPECT

Create opportunities for the learner to say the word. Make sure
to wait and look at them so they know it is expected.
Write a book: take pictures of the learner and other people
doing things. Write the captions to the pictures, starting
each sentence with “WE…”

DIFFERENT one. DIFFERENT color. DIFFERENt pants. DIFFERENT
pants. DIFFERENT cookie. DIFFERENT game. DIFFERENT TV show.
DIFFERENT person.

Let’s teach

different

As you can see the word DIFFERENT is very powerful. It allows you to
control what you want, or do not want. It is also a fun word to use as
you explore your world and all the opposites you find along the way.

FIND

Find the word in the vocabulary. DIFFEREENT is
an adjective, so it will typically be located on the
DESCRIBE page of many vocabularies. If you
can’t find DIFFERENT, use the Word Finder
feature to learn where it is. If it is not in the
vocabulary, you may want to add it.

INTRODUCE

Use DIFFERENT in context and try to explain it at the learner’s
level. Modeling, touching the word in the vocabulary as you say
it, may help. Here’s an example: “DIFFERENT could mean not the
same. DIFFERENT means something else. “I want a DIFFERENT
one.”

MODEL

Model the word throughout the day, touching DIFFERENT in the
vocabulary anytime you say it.
“Do you want a DIFFERENT one?”
“I’m looking for something DIFFERENT.”
“I want a DIFFERENT color.”
“Try something DIFFERENT.”

ENCOURAGE

Create activities to provide lots of models and practice with
DIFFERENT.
Book: I like DIFFERENT Books with DIFFERENT Looks by Susan
Mcdonald
Snack: Decorate cookies and see how they are DIFFERENT.
Activity: Make DIFFERENT fun faces out of paper plates. Talk
about how they are DIFFERENT.

EXPECT

Create opportunities for the learner to say the word. Make sure
to wait, and look so they know it is expected.
When offering a drink or snack, especially a non preferred
item, ask if they want something DIFFERENT.
Talk about DIFFERENT weather.
What do we do for DIFFERENT weather? Sunscreen, umbrella?

Did you SEE that?

Let’s teach

We SEE things all the time! Sometimes they are familiar, like family
members or old toys. But sometimes we SEE new things and want to
talk about them.

see

Next time you SEE something new, talk to your child about it!

FIND

INTRODUCE

MODEL

Find the word in the vocabulary. SEE is a verb, so
it will typically be a green word. It is often located
on the ACTION page of many vocabularies. If you
can’t find SEE, use the Word Finder feature to
learn where it is. If it is not in the vocabulary, you
may want to add it.
Use SEE in context and try to explain it at the learner’s level.
Modeling, touching the word in the vocabulary as you say it, may
help. Here’s an example: “SEE is what we do with our eyes. Just
like we hear with our ears.”

Model the word throughout the day, touching SEE in the
vocabulary anytime you say it.
“What do you SEE?” “I SEE what you’re saying.” “SEE what I’m
doing?” “Can you SEE from over there?” “They cannot SEE
through the fog.”

ENCOURAGE

Create activities to provide lots of models and practice with SEE.
Book: Brown bear, brown bear, what do you SEE?
By Bill Martin Jr/ Eric Carle
Game: SEE n’ Say toys
Activity: Play on the SEE-saw.

EXPECT

Create opportunities for the learner to say the word. Make sure
to wait, and look so they know it is expected.
While reading a book, take turns talking about what you SEE. “I
SEE a goat.” Or ask questions, “What do you SEE?”

